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Observatory and site essentials

Physical oceanography and ecosystem observations in Fram Strait are carried out since approx. 15 years. The site represents the only polar open-ocean long-term observatory and a key site of the EMSO-Network. Climate variability has a strong impact on environmental conditions in the area – including sea ice retreat as well as heat and freshwater exchange between the Arctic and the North Atlantic. Multidisciplinary time-series observations in this dynamic environment allow to assess how natural and man-made changes in ocean dynamics and climatic conditions affect polar ecosystems.

Variables and instrumentation

Key observatory components are long term moorings and benthic platforms as well as annual research vessel missions for sampling, surveys, *in situ* measurements, and experiments. Ship campaigns include regular deployments of landers, AUVs, and ROVs. Apart from oceanographic variables, investigations cover primary productivity, particle fluxes, biogeochemistry, and biodiversity. Observations include the pelagic zone, the benthic boundary layer, the sediment water interface, and the seafloor.
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Observed ecosystem changes

Variations in environmental conditions in Fram Strait are reflected in ecosystem changes throughout the water column. Strong Atlantic influence with warming waters from 2004 onward results in changes of the entire ecosystem including particle fluxes and community composition from micro-organisms to megafauna. This holistic ecosystem perspective is facilitated by the chosen multidisciplinary approach with sustained observations of biological and physical variables from surface to seafloor.

Exemplary ecosystem time series results. A: Temperature increase in Atlantic waters at up to 400m water depth (Bezczynska-Moeller et al. 2012), B: Changes in biogenic particle composition in traps (Bauerfeind et al. 2009), C: Example benthic images and changes in Mega fauna assemblages (Bergmann et al. 2011).

FRAM observatory infrastructure

The FRAM observatory (FRONTiers in Arctic marine Monitoring) will build on existing observation activities in Fram Strait and the Arctic Ocean. FRAM is currently under negotiation for national funding. It will include novel instrumentation, e.g., profiling moorings, ice-tethered platforms, gliders, and benthic crawlers. This will allow for year-round observations and near real time data access. FRAM will extend observations over larger areas and encompass the upper-most / under-ice water layer.

Artist’s vision of FRAM: a multi-component, multi-disciplinary observatory for year-round observations of physical, chemical, and biological ecosystem components (Sabine Lüdeling, www.medieningenieur.de).
